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A Pre-course task for an initial training course in English Language Teaching

PART 1: WORD AND PHRASE CLASS

1. What is the word class of the word outside in “We waited outside the hotel”?

2. What is the word class of the word outside in “We waited outside”?

3. What are the adjectives in “John foolishly painted his door red”?

4. What is the word class of the word the in “We waited outside the hotel”?

5. What are the adverbs in “Mary foolishly came to work again rather late”?

6. What is the class of the phrase scarcely … when in “I had scarcely got home when programme began”?

7. What is the word class of the word those in “I have lost those books you lent me”?

8. What is the class of the phrase those three in “I have lost those three books you lent me”?

9. What is the verb in “Her car broke down”?

10. What is the adjective in “He is the President elect”?

11. What is the word class of the word unfortunately in “I arrived at the station but unfortunately the train

had left”?

12. What is the conjunction in “She managed to get the work done although nobody helped her”?

13. What are the noun phrases in “The old man in the boat rowed across the river”?

14. What is the verb phrase in “The water was completely frozen in the lake”?

15. Divide the following into members of closed- and open-class items.

exceptional, broke, underneath, six, whenever, keyboard, therefore, if, troubleshooting, unless, how,

despair, blueish, disincentive, yours, despite, Father Christmas, wishing well, fizzy, happily
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PART 2: SYNTAX

1. What is the object in “They speak French”?

2. What is the subject in “They speak French”?

3. What is the object in “She and her classmates couldn’t understand most of what was said to them”?

4. What is the subject in “Three of the most important people did not attend the meeting”?

5. What is the object in “She smoked continuously throughout the dinner party”?

6. What grammatical change do you make to convert “They can swim” to a question?

7. Identify the objects in “They charged him £200”

8. Why is “He waited me” wrong?

9. What is the grammatical function of last month in “I finished the work last month”?

10. What is the verb phrase in “She didn’t take the offer up”?

PART 3: CONJUNCTIONS

1. Underline the subordinating conjunctions and highlight the coordinating conjunctions in this paragraph:

When she heard the postman, Patricia rushed to the door and picked up the small white envelope. She

took it into the lounge and put it on the table. “If it’s good news, I’ll be so happy”, she thought, “but

what if it’s bad news?” She left the envelope on the table and went to make coffee.

“Did you get good results?” asked her mother.

“I don’t know until I open the envelope. I want some coffee before then.”

“I’m sure it’s going to be good news because you have worked so hard.”

“I know. I’ll open it as soon as my hands stop shaking!”

She took her coffee back into the lounge in order to drink it in peace while she looked at the envelope.

Eventually, she said, “Well, I won’t know unless I open it.” and she carefully picked it up as though it was

red hot before slowly slitting it open.

2. What is the conjunction doing in these sentences?

a. She came to see the boss and tell him the problem.

______________________________________________________________________________

b. She was a bit drunk before the party began.

______________________________________________________________________________

c. Providing we leave now, we’ll be there before the boat leaves.

______________________________________________________________________________

d. I couldn’t go as I had to work late.

______________________________________________________________________________
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PART 4: TENSE AND ASPECT

NAME THE TENSES OF THE VERBS:

3. “I love cheese”?

4. “They spoke to me”?

5. “The work didn’t take long”

6. “She will do it”?

7. “We were waiting for a bus”

8. “They are opening the conference”

9. “I have spent the money”

10. “They hadn’t had enough time”

11. “I will have finished the work soon”?

12. “She has been swimming in the lake”
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ANSWER KEY

PART 1: WORD AND PHRASE CLASS

1. What is the word class of the word outside in “We waited outside the hotel”?

A preposition – it links the verb wait to the place we waited.

2. What is the word class of the word outside in “We waited outside”?

An adverb – it tells us where the waiting happened.

3. What are the adjectives in “John foolishly painted his door red”?

Only the word red is a true adjective. In older analyses, the word his is sometimes called a possessive

adjective but more recent analysis refers to it as a possessive determiner.

4. What is the word class of the word the in “We waited outside the hotel”?

A determiner – in this case it is the definite article.

5. What are the adverbs in “Mary foolishly came to work again rather late”?

There are four: foolishly (an adverb of manner), again (an adverb of time) rather (an adverb of extent

modifying late) and late (another adverb of time).

6. What is the class of the phrase scarcely … when in “I had scarcely got home when programme began”?

This is a two-part conjunction, specifically, it is called a correlating conjunction.

7. What is the word class of the word those in “I have lost those books you lent me”?

A determiner – in this case a plural demonstrative determiner. Older sources may call it a demonstrative

adjective.

8. What is the class of the phrase those three in “I have lost those three books you lent me”?

This is a determiner phrase. It is made up of a demonstrative plus a numeral.

9. What is the verb in “Her car broke down”?

The verb is broke down. It’s a phrasal verb made by combining a verb with an adverb.

10. What is the adjective in “He is the President elect”?

The word elect is an unusual adjective in that it follows rather than precedes the noun.

11. What is the word class of the word unfortunately in “I arrived at the station but unfortunately the train

had left”?

An adverb.

12. What is the conjunction in “She managed to get the work done although nobody helped her”?

Although. This is called a subordinating conjunction.

13. What are the noun phrases in “The old man in the boat rowed across the river”?

The old man in the boat and the river.

14. What is the verb phrase in “The water was completely frozen in the lake”?

was completely frozen. There are three parts to the phrase: a primary auxiliary verb, an adverb and a main

verb.

15. Divide the following into members of closed- and open-class items.

Closed-class items: underneath, six, whenever, therefore, if, unless, how, yours, despite

Open-class items: exceptional, broke, keyboard, troubleshooting, despair, blueish, disincentive, Father

Christmas, wishing well, fizzy, happily
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PART 2: SYNTAX

11. What is the object in “They speak French”?

French – the word is acting as a noun for the French language.

12. What is the subject in “They speak French”?

They – a plural pronoun.

13. What is the object in “She and her classmates couldn’t understand most of what was said to them”?

most of what was said to them – a complex noun clause.

14. What is the subject in “Three of the most important people did not attend the meeting”?

Three of the most important people.

15. What is the object in “She smoked continuously throughout the dinner party”?

There is no object! The verb here is used without an object.

16. What grammatical change do you make to convert “They can swim” to a question?

We reverse the auxiliary verb and the pronoun subject.

17. Identify the objects in “They charged him £200”

him is the indirect object, £200 is the direct object.

18. Why is “He waited me” wrong?

Because the verb does not take an object in English.

19. What is the grammatical function of last month in “I finished the work last month”?

A time adverbial.

20. What is the verb phrase in “She didn’t take the offer up”?

This is a phrasal verb which has been split by the object. The verb is take up.

PART 3: CONJUNCTIONS

1. Underline the subordinating conjunctions and highlight the coordinating conjunctions in this paragraph:

When she heard the postman, Patricia rushed to the door and picked up the small white envelope. She

took it into the lounge and put it on the table. “If it’s good news, I’ll be so happy”, she thought, “but

what if it’s bad news?” She left the envelope on the table and went to make coffee.

“Did you get good results?” asked her mother.

“I don’t know until I open the envelope. I want some coffee before then.”

“I’m sure it’s going to be good news because you have worked so hard.”

“I know. I’ll open it as soon as my hands stop shaking!”

She took her coffee back into the lounge in order to drink it in peace while she looked at the envelope.

Eventually, she said, “Well, I won’t know unless I open it.” and she carefully picked it up as though it was

red hot before slowly slitting it open.

2. What is the conjunction doing in these sentences?

a. She came to see the boss and tell him the problem.

Adding

b. She was a bit drunk before the party began.

Showing time relationships

c. Providing we leave now, we’ll be there before the boat leaves.

Making one event dependent on another

d. I couldn’t go as I had to work late.

Giving a reason
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PART 4: TENSE AND ASPECT

NAME THE TENSES OF THE VERBS:

1. “I love cheese”?

Present simple (for timeless expressions).

2. “They spoke to me”?

Past simple for completed past events.

3. “The work didn’t take long”

Past simple for past events but negative.

4. “She will do it”?

Future simple or the will future.

5. “We were waiting for a bus”

Past progressive (or continuous).

6. “They are opening the conference”

Present progressive. This may refer to the present or a present arrangement concerning the future.

7. “I have spent the money”

Present perfect referring to a present state of having no money.

8. “They hadn’t had enough time”

Past perfect.

9. “I will have finished the work soon”?

Future perfect.

10. “She has been swimming in the lake”

Present perfect progressive.


